About The College

Modern College of Law, Mohan Nagar Ghaziabad is a self-financed College set up in the year 2003 under the aegis of Ganesh Shiksha Samiti, a registered non-profit body. The Institute runs full time LL.B. (3 Year Course) affiliated to Chaudhary Charan Singh University, Meerut. The Modern College of Law, has dedicated itself to search out the young men of substance and shape in their abilities to take on the challenge ahead of them, at a global level. The alacrity of the professionals passing out the gates of institute must catch up the speed of super computers measuring in nanosecond & their grey cells must store up information pools in volumes that gigabyte is but a small unit to keep track on them. But, above all, the experts from all walks of life acting as the friends, philosophers and guides of these vastly talented pools in the institute ingrains the humane approach that is so highly essential for success in any discipline. With strong emphasis on justice and personality development our students are trained to be not only efficient and smart but also technically sound.

About Online Essay Competition

Modern College of Law is going to organized its Second National MCL online Essay Writing Competition 2018 with the assistance of Moot Court Association, MCL. MCL will be obliged by the participation of each & every individual. We welcome everybody with imaginative plans to take an interest in this occasion.

National MCL online Essay Writing Competition 2018 is a chance to find and perceive India’s most capable legal communicators. This is the opportunity to flaunt your capacity, gain acknowledgment among your lawful associates, and help other people better comprehend the Indian Legal framework in a successful way.

National MCL online Essay Writing Competition 2018 is for all University and College Students. The essay competition is only submitted in English dialect. The aim of the competition is to spread present day logical learning. The participants need to submit the article in both soft and printed copy. It is an endeavor to give a stage to every one of the understudies all through the country to exchange the thoughts, give whimsical contentsions, motivate change and become together.

Topic

“Supreme Court verdict on Sabarimala: All men and women have equal right to worship”

Eligibility

• The Competition is open to the students who are pursuing their 5/ 3 Year LLB Course / LL.M. or any other Undergraduate or Master courses (also other than Law) in any University in India.

• Only original essays will be considered for the competition.

• No part of it should have been published earlier nor should it be under consideration for publication or a contest elsewhere.

• Any form of plagiarism will result in disqualification of the essay.

Rules and Regulations

• The participant must be a bonafide student of a University or a College.

• The essay should be submitted on A4 size paper in double space typed on one side and should contain around 3000 (three thousand) words duly forwarded by Head of the Institution. A soft copy is also required.

• Only one submission is allowed per author/co-author.

• The submission shall consist of an abstract, essay, bibliography. Full name of student, Current year of study, Phone Number, E-mail Id of the author, Name, Phone number and address of the Institution/College/ University.

• Footnotes must conform to authoritative standard rules of legal citation.

• All participants should strictly abide by the guidelines. Any deviance shall lead to disqualification.

• Hard copy submissions on following address

The Principal/ HOD

Modern College of Law

Anand Industrial Estate, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad-201007

Mobile: +91-9711149736, 08802437640

Registration Fees

₹500/-

Bank Account Details for online payment are as under-

• Name of the Bank- Oriental Bank of Commerce

• Name of the Account- Modern College of Law

• Nature of the Account- Current Account

• Account Number-02721131003033

• IFSC Code- ORBC0100272

• Branch- Karhera, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad.

Submission Procedure

Students interested to participate in the competition are required to submit a soft copy of their completed essay along with duly filled registration form on or before 18.11.2018 at mootcourtassociationmcl@gmail.com

Prizes

1st Prize: Cash Prize of ₹ 2100
2nd Prize: Cash Prize of ₹ 1100
3rd Prize: Cash Prize of ₹ 500 and two other consolation Prizes.

Media Partner

awctopus

Result Declaration

Result shall be declared on the occasion of Constitution Day on November 26, 2018 on www.moderncollegeoflaw.com

Registration Form

Modern College of Law
Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad

(Recognized by UP State Govt.|Affiliated to CCS University | Approved by Bar Council of India)

Second National MCL online Essay Writing Competition 2018
With the Assistance of Moot Court Association, MCL.

NOTE: PLEASE FILL ALL THE DETAILS IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

1. Name of The Institution_________________________

2. Address _________________________________

3. Details of Participant

• Name _________________________________

• Father’s Name _________________________________

• Gender _________________________________

• Class _________________________________

• E-Mail Id _________________________________

• Contact No. _________________________________

4. Details of Online Payment-

• Bank Name: _________________________________

• Date: _________________________________

• U.T.R. No/ Transaction No. /Reference No. _________________________________

5. Date _________________________________

Seal & Signature

Principal/HOD of Institution

For More Details, Visit Our Website

www.moderncollegeoflaw.com
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